
President’s Report -
October / November 2019

Another year has finished (almost) and I thank you for the out-

standing works that were submitted to both the Council’s Exhibition

and our very own artXtra.  ArtXtra is currently running so get your

relatives and friends to visit.  Quality art for sale.

We have made progress this year in terms of our Administra-

tive procedures.  Our Treasurer Is doing an excellent job.  She

has installed our new UpToDate computer and will be adding our

new accounts and exhibition entry software when our current 

exhibition is finished.  

We have had several Workshops during the year which were

very successful. Also Plein Air outings were organised and were

enjoyable to those who attended. I think our Demonstrators were

diverse and extremely interesting.

If you have seen a Artist that you think would be able to 

impart the knowledge of their media at a meeting please let

myself or a committee member know. 

Our committee members have been awesome and I thank
them for their support. I am very appreciative and humbled by

their efforts.

Our next meeting on November 28th is our Christmas bash.

Please bring a plate and friends. All are welcome, whether mem-

bers or non-members.

I wish you all a very happy and safe Christmas and New

Year.  We look forward to a vibrant and engaging Society in 2020.

Regards

Lyn Teal

President 

Mobile: 0432105600 
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Next Meetings, Demonstrations and Talks –
see details page 2

• Thursday 28th November: Denise Lithgow
will share her unusual art practice involving vessels

made from wool felting and abstract works in ma-

chine embroidery. This is our Christmas meeting –

share a glass of wine and some festive food.

Everyone is asked to bring a small plate of food.

• Thursday 27th February: For our first meeting
of the year, our dear friend and master oil painter

John Perkins will demonstrate for us.

• Meeting place 7.30pm Living and Learning
Centre, 180 Longueville Road, Lane Cove (street

level room at the end of the corridor) 

• ParkingOn the street or Woolworths car park.

NEWS FLASH We are going paperless from
January 2020.  This means that our Art Society

Newsletter will be distributed by email but we will

no longer send out copies in the mail. If this is a

problem for you, please let us know.

Positions Vacant  – Minutes Secretary. 
Please apply to Lyn Teal – M 0432105600

Join the Lane Cove Art Society Committee.

Assist our great team to run our wonderful Art
Society. Going for over 50 years, and still vibrant!
Contact a member of the Committee as below. 



Next Meetings

Guest Artist for Thursday 28th November - 
Denise Lithgow
Denise is a Sydney based textile artist

whose imagery is based on the land-

scape. Born on a sheep property, it is

not surprising that she uses wool felt-

ing to create her vessels.  Her machine embroidery involves

two-dimensional pictures, quite often in abstract form with

representational imagery. Denise has won numerous prizes

and also exhibits internationally.

Guest Artist for Thursday 27th February – 
John Perkins
John Perkins will demonstrate in oils at our

first meeting for 2020.  An honorary member

of our Society, John is a widely known 

master of traditional oil painting, much

sought after as a judge and tutor. He is 

best known for his marine paintings, still 

life’s and streetscapes.

John is a Fellow and President of the Royal Art Society

of NSW, former President and Life Member of Drummoyne

Art Society and Inaugural President of the Combined Art 

Societies of Sydney. He has been awarded over 70 first

prizes and many highly commended awards throughout his

career.  We look forward to an insightful demonstration by

our old friend. 

Recent Demonstrations and Talks

Guest Artist for August:  Rachel Carroll
Why not try something completely different?
By Margaret Vickers

A sense of anticipation filled the room as guest artist,

Rachel Carroll prepared for her presentation to our August

meeting. An iron, heat gun, an old frying pan holding an

array of brushes sitting in a melted medium and coloured

pigments both oil and powdered all piqued the interest of

the attending audience. As this accomplished artist/

teacher began her talk on encaustic art, the mysterious

appeal of this very ancient technique was revealed.

Encaustic means to “burn in” or “fuse”. Rachel com-

menced her talk by giving a brief overview of the history 

of this technique. Encaustic combines melted beeswax,

damar tree resin (today other substitutes are available that

are not as toxic) and dry pigment. It’s use dates back to

the 5th century B.C. Encaustic is impervious to moisture.

Greek ships were waterproofed with it. It was used in 

funerary customs. The “Fayum Portraits” from Egypt 

are 3,500 years old and are the only surviving encaustic 

paintings from ancient times. It is the resin that gives the 

beautiful lustre to encaustic work. In more recent times

the preservation quality has caused printmakers and pho-

tographers to use it to protect their images. Notable artists

who have used this art form include, Picasso, Klee, Arshile

Gorky, David Hockney, Jasper Johns and Jackson Pollock.

As the demonstration unfolded it soon became evi-

dent that encaustic art allows infinite experimentation, en-

couraging endless possibilities. A solid surface such as a

board is needed. This substrata surface may hold a mixed

media work, an oil painting, a print, a photocopy or any

combination of these elements. Once the melted medium

has been applied with a brush, importantly it has to be

fused. How you fuse it impacts on the resulting mark. A

heat gun allows more control as it can be directed to

smaller areas. An iron

causes the wax to bleed

so interesting effects can

occur as colours melt 

into each other creating

abstract outcomes.

Rachel noted that

“each layer has to be

fused” otherwise cracking

can occur. As layers are

built up, the tactile quality

of the work is enhanced.

Whist the wax is hot the potential to create special effects

is only limited by the imagination of the artist. Items such

as leaves, coins, memorabilia etc can be embedded into

the wax. The artist may decide to carve into the wax. 

Underlayers can be exposed allowing other pigments to
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WINNERS IN THE 2019 LANE COVE ART 
AWARD EXHIBITION 

Lane Cove Council Art Prize:
Pamela Fairburn – ‘The Old Convento’ 

Hyecorp Property Group Prize:
Judy Smith – ‘Gently Breaks the Day’

Oils or Acrylics: Anne Cockle – ‘Our Land’
Highly Commended: Wendy Fare – ‘Clementine’
Commended: David Lake – ‘Last Light White Cliffs’

Commended: Jacquie Maynard – ‘After Lunch’
Watercolours: Jean Murray – ‘Cherry Reflections III’ 
Highly Commended:
Madeleine Szymanski – ‘Winter Beach’

Pastels, Drawings or Prints:
Annarie Hildebrand – ‘The Day was Warm’

Highly Commended:Wendy Fare – ‘Kaleb’
Commended: Jill Stratton Kelly – ‘Disrupted Space’
The Patron’s Prize: Pat Wilson – ‘Tambourine Bay Reserve’

Highly Commended: Julie Percy –‘ Morning Has Broken’
Commended: Caroline Oesterheld – ‘Bantry Bay Lookout’                              
The Baytree By Ardency Prize:
John Perkins – ‘Tides Up Bombo’

Highly Commended: Cilla Davis – ‘Orange Bridge’
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shine through. Rachel

heightened the tonal quality

of these sgraffito (scratched)

carved marks by rubbing

charcoal into them. Cleaning

the surface with baby oil kept

the charcoal contained within

the carved marks.

Rachel made reference

to the magnificent work of

Jenny Sages. She at times uses very thick layers of wax,

sometimes several centimetres thick. To gain such thick-

ness masking tape is applied around the edge of the board

to raise the rim and melted medium is poured into this

space. Carving into this surface produces an almost sculp-

tural element in the encaustic artwork. Rachel mentioned

that she has used thick cardboard and even egg cartons 

to enhance the sculptural aspect of an encaustic work!

Rachel discussed how colour can be added to an en-

caustic artwork. Once melted wax has been fused over a

surface then every layer on top must consist of oil materials

such as oil paint, oil sticks, oil pastels or even chalk pastels

but no water. If you are as enterprising as Rachel you too

could make up your own oil pigments by pouring coloured

medium into small containers and allowing them to solidify.

As the presentation unfolded one gained an insight into just

how hard working this artist is . She has held five exhibi-

tions so far this year. One running until November is at the

Mary McKillop gallery in Mount St showcasing images from

the once healthy Murray Darling river system. She started

this body of work in 2006 when this mighty river system

was in flood. In addition to looking to the environment for

inspiration, Rachel has a keen interest in birds. As a result,

she has been invited back to the Randwick Children’s hos-

pital to again work with children creating art about birds.

Rachel’s delight in “doing something that unsettles” her is

telling, as is her joy of experimentation. Maybe this open

mindset has been in part influenced by her successful artist

father, Patrick Carroll. 

Irrespective of what influences have shaped Rachel

Carroll’s mark making, the engaging presentation she 

delivered to the Lane Cove Art Society was so informative,

uplifting and truly inspiring for all present. It was a refresh-

ing and wonderful night of art making. Maybe it is time to

do something that unsettles you…..

Guest Artist for September:  Peter Griffen
Ordered Chaos By Margaret Vickers
Well known award winning, abstract artist Peter Griffen was

the guest demonstrator for our September (2019). Spon-

taneity, vibrancy of colour and a diverse range of marks

characterized Peter’s artwork.  Abstract expressionism 

was demonstrated at close quarters as Peter created his

abstract art. 

The abstract expressionist art movement arose in New

York in the 1940’s and 1950’s. Willem de Kooning, Jackson

Pollock, Mark Rothko and Lee Krasner were some of the

leading proponents of this art movement in America. The

world was coming out of a traumatized era after experienc-

ing a second world war and depression in the 1930’s.

Against this backdrop, the marks that artists began making

were far more gestural, free flowing and often vibrant in

colour hence the term “action paintings.”  Giving vent to

one’s feelings and tapping into the intuitive response was

paramount to the abstract expressionist movement. As

Peter’s demonstration unfolded it became apparent that the

work of Willem de Kooning was a strong influence on his

mark making style and Vermeer was also an influence.

Setting out several pieces of acid free 125 gsm car-

tridge paper on a drop sheet on the floor Peter set to work.

With no reference material such as an object or a photo,

what occurred showed abstraction at its most spontaneous.

Long brushes were dipped in Derivan acrylic paint and “lines

were taken for a walk.” Full body movements directed the

haphazard brush strokes. Several works were being created

at the same time from one paper to the next. The brush was

encouraged to wander freely. Peter encouraged it to go 

“ where it wanted to go.” 

Following in the footsteps 

of Jackson Pollock, Peter 

directed drips of paint to flow

across sections of his work

which then served to exert an

impact on other sections of

the artwork. At other times he

repeated a pattern that was in

the marks but it was done

using another colour. Adding

collage elements also en-

riched areas of the abstrac-

tion. Often these pieces of

collage were bedded down 

by throwing other marks over the top creating another layer.

A product called Polymer Gloss Varnish was used to glue

the collage to the work. It also can be used to prepare the

paper or to varnish the finished work.

What marks Peter made came from an instinctive re-

sponse. Chaos sometimes resulted. “Chaos is important 

to creativity,” remarked Peter. “Order can be brought to

chaos,” he added. As the demonstration progressed each

abstract painting developed a sense of foreground, middle-

ground and background. Depth and harmony emerged

within each work. 

Perhaps the main lessons from Peter’s demonstration

are to approach your canvas in an intuitive way using big 

gestural marks and do not be afraid of using vibrant colour.

Peter provided a fascinating insight into how he creates his

abstract marks. It was an inspiring evening of abstract art. 
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Guest Artist for October:  Penelope Lee
How important are ideas in your art oeuvre?
By Margaret Vickers
What a privilege it is to journey into the mind of an artist.

When graphic designer, TAFE lecturer and accomplished

printmaker Penelope Lee addressed the October meeting

(2019) of the Lane Cove Art Society we were transported to

a world rich in imagination and beauty. We were guided to

a conceptual world where the book as an object of art was

the epicenter of the presentation.

“Art has always been an important part of my life,” 

remarked Penelope, “right from my high school days where 

it may have been favoured over Maths and French!” 

Fatherly advice suggested graphic design was a better op-

tion than art so Penelope studied graphic design. With her

husband John they ran a graphic design business for many

years. Penelope was approached to teach graphic design

at Randwick TAFE which she has done for many years and

still loves it.

In the 1990’s when the demise of the book was her-

alded, Penelope responded. It led to a Masters degree in

2000 researching all aspects of the book as an object of

art. Parts of her research were shared in her presentation.

We were treated to a fascinating history lesson exposing

the chameleon form the book has taken through time look-

ing at the paper used, the text employed and the binding

techniques executed. As the presentation unfolded it was

Penelope’s ideas and processes undertaken that became

compelling. The role of today’s artist was clearly exposed.

When Penelope’s thoughts began to crystallise she

started to see links between the magnificent illuminated

manuscripts of medieval times and the illuminated books

we now use to load up our reading material! Questions

were raised. Surely the book is more than just giving text…

Researching the work of Umberta Eco, an Italian novelist,

philosopher and university professor, led Penelope on a

quest to see what connections if any, could be made be-

tween medieval illuminated manuscripts and books as an

object of art in today’s world using contemporary materials

and modern technology. Time had taken on a timeless

quality as ideas and concepts from the medieval era were

superimposed on those of today! Gothic architecture and

the transporting quality it brings through the ethereal 

dispersal of light was a

concept that Penelope

was able to successfully

replicate in her modern

day interpretation of the

book as an art object.

Using “slate” as a book

cover, thick slabs of 

transparent acrylic were

installed as “pages.” Light danced through this art object

just as in a Gothic cathedral. Text had been laser cut into

the acrylic sheets. Four symbolic objects were captured

within each “page” including a rosary, a bottle, a horseshoe

and a rose, each symbol strengthening the connection to

medieval times. Penelope had successfully reconceptu-

alised the medieval manuscript giving it a very contempo-

rary interpretation through her choice of materials,

construction design and the technology used.

Penelope continued her presentation constantly relay-

ing ideas housed within her books. At times she see-sawed

between the virtual world of codes and computers and the

physical world. However, in the book, “The Invisible City”

which was in an exhibition about place, the planning of

Canberra was in focus. Original plans of Walter and Marion

Burley Griffin were incorporated into this book and homage

to their ideas was included. They were extremely conscious

of the shape of the land and its connection with water as

well as being very appreciative of aboriginal heritage. How

could a book as an art object reflect these values? Pene-

lope used a Japanese water printing method, namely sumi-

nagashi  to symbolize the harmony between land and water

and the respect with which the indigenous people view 

the landscape.

Penelope has researched the history of the book.

Although Johan Gutenberg revolutionized the book when

he introduced movable type it was the work of William Mor-

ris that captured Penelope’s respect. He refined all the skills

required to make a book. He made his own paper, over-

hauled the typeface and learnt binding. Penelope’s art jour-

ney somewhat mirrors that of Morris as she too has honed

her skills. Through her wonderful mentor and printmaking

teacher, Bernhardine Mueller(who was in the audience)

Penelope learnt her printmaking skills. Papermaking was

taught to her by Geraldine Berkemeier. Sabine Pierard 

tutored Penelope in her bookbinding skills.

So many lessons were housed within Penelope’s 

refreshing presentation where the role of the modern artist

was blaringly obvious. Embrace ideas and then think

through suitable frameworks for their realization. Be open 

to learning new skills. More experimentation can ensue.

Make technology your friend. Finally, in Penelope Lee’s 

very competent hands the future of the book as an art 

object is bright.  Thank you for allowing us into your very

original art world, Penelope.          



ArtXtra Winners –  Judge Jan Cristaudo

Lloyd Rees Winner -  Dana Dion

Guy Warren Winner -  Robyne Berling

Winner Oils & Acrylics -  Zofia Swita-Bobryk

HC  -  Christopher Williams

HC  -  Marina Bishop

C  -  Eva Maria Barry

C  -  Carolyn Chown

C  -  Chrissie Lloyd

Winner Watercolour -  Julie Percy
HC  -  Pat Wilson

C  -  Veronica Turner

Winner Mixed Media -  Ruth Hymann

HC  -  Julie Percy

C  -  Barbara Walker

Winner Pastels Drawings Prints -  Linda Butterfield

HC  -  Robyn Leeder

C  -  Steven Laki

C  -  Zofia Swita-Bobryk

Winner Small Works -  Shelly Du

HC  -  Bernadine Mueller

C  -  Lyn Teal

Vale Patrick Carroll
It is with a sad heart that we report the tragic death of Patrick

Carroll and our society’s fondness and appreciation of Patrick’s

work, his generous demonstrations, workshops and judging

our exhibitions. The Art world has lost one of its finest artists

and a friend to many of our members. 

Our condolences to his family. 

Patron Ian Longbottom presenting Lloyd Rees Award 
to Dana Dion.

“Time out at Nobbys Beach” by Pat Wilson. 

“South West Rocks” byJulie Percy

Opening night.

Patron Ian Longbottom presents the Guy Warren Award

to Robyne Berling.

ArtXtra Exhibition
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